COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
THRIVIVAL GUIDE

Thrivival [thri-vahy-vuhl]

noun: The act of thriving under difficult conditions

descriptive: The state or act of exceeding expectations despite obstacles such as shifting markets, unreliable data and tight deadlines

Using the Nexis® Service for Thrivival in Today’s Competitive Markets

1. PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED

Research and track competitors—financials, executive moves, press releases, M&A activity to predict their strategic moves and plan accordingly. With more than 26,000 premium news and business sources, curated by our experts, you can be confident that you are ready for whatever comes at you.

2. STAY AGILE AND INFORMED

Use handy Nexis alerts to keep up with the news you need. Simply set a Nexis alert related to the topic of interest on the content collection of your choice—legal, news, legislative/political, company or industry intelligence and more.

3. VISUALIZE THE DESTINATION

Take advantage of the power of Nexis® Analyzer to quickly create charts and graphs that give you a better understanding of media coverage on your company or competitors. You can identify trends, stimulate new product and marketing ideas and create presentation-ready graphs to share with stakeholders and colleagues.

LEARN MORE AT LEXISNEXIS.COM

YOU BRING THE IDEAS; WE’LL BRING THE INSIGHT. LET’S GO!

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER®
@LexisNexisBiz
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noun: The act of thriving under difficult conditions
adjective: The state or act of exceeding expectations despite obstacles such as shifting markets, unreliable data and tight deadlines

Gaining Insights for Thrivival with LexisNexis® Newsdesk Media-Monitoring and Analytics

1. PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Oversee and report on media coverage of your company and executives with a single solution that monitors and analyzes across all content types—licensed news, open Web, broadcast and social media—offering better visibility into key influencers, potential clients, industry news and trends.

2. STAY AGILE AND INFORMED
LexisNexis Newsdesk helps you monitor Web news in near-real time so you can respond proactively to market changes. Plus, easy-to-use distribution and integration tools, including custom newsletters, RSS feeds and alerts, allow you to share competitive intelligence where and when it’s needed for data-driven decisions.

3. VISUALIZE THE DESTINATION
Leverage powerful analytical tools to measure and report on key indicators such as share of voice, coverage over time, coverage across geographies, sentiment analysis and more. Visualize data with graphs, theme word clouds, maps of coverage, and automatically updating live charts.

YOU BRING THE IDEAS; WE’LL BRING THE INSIGHT. LET’S GO!
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